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In this paper I study a model of life-cycle consumption in which individuals react
optimally to their own income process but ignore economy wide information. Since
individual income is less persistent than aggregate income consumers will react too
little to aggregate income variation. Aggregate consumption will be excessively
smooth. Since aggregate information is slowly incorporated into consumption,
aggregateconsumption willbe autocorrelated and cOITelated with laggedincome. The
second part of the paper provides empirical evidence on individual and aggregate
income processes and calibrates the model using the estimatedparameters. The model
pr~Jictions roughly correspond to the empirical findings for aggregate consumption
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Contrary to the predictions ofthe modem version ofthe permanentincome hypothesis
(Hall, 1978), aggregate consumption changes in the U.S. are correlated with lagged
income changes (see Flavin, 1981, and Nelson, 1987). Moreover, Deaton (1987) and
Campqell and Deaton (1989) demonstrated that consumption is smoother than pre-
dicted by the model ifincome follows a highly persistent process. In individual data,
on the other hand, the permanent income model is much harder to reject. One ofthe
morecarefulmicrostudyonthe PSIDseemsto beAltonji andSiow(1987),whoaccount
for measurementerrorand reconciletheirpositivefindings w~thpreviouswork. Zeldes
(1989) finds, however, that the permanent income model fails for low wealth consu-
mers. If it is true that the model holds for individual data but not for aggregate datal
there are only two possibilities for this failure: First, finite lifetimes will introduce a
dependence of consumption on cohort characteristics at the aggregate level and the
martingale result found by Hall will not hold. Gali (1990) has developed this point in
arecentpaperandshownthatitis notimportantenoughempiricallytoexplainaggregate
income and consumption data. On the other hand, if the model of infinitely lived
consumers is not a bad approximation
2 then consumption changes should be unpre-
dictable at the aggregate level using any aggregate variable that is contemporaneously
in the consumers' information sets. Thisis apowerful implicationofthe law ofiterated
expectations andis true underrathergeneral conditions (see e.g. Grossman and Shiller,
1982). Only by restricting consumers contemporaneous aggregateinformation canthe
predictions of the model diverge in micro and aggregate data. Building on previous
work by Goodfriend (1991), I explore a model where individuals lack aggregate
information and investigate its empirical implications.
It is not unlikely that information on aggregate income plays little role in household
decisions since the economicenvironmentin which individuals operatediffers sharply
from the economy as it is described by aggregate data. Most importantly, individual
income is much more variable than aggregate income: Below, I estimate that the
standard deviation ofquarterly individual income changes is about sixty times larger
than that for aggregate percapita income. While some of this variation will be attri-
butableto measurementpro1;>lems, alargepartmayreflectidiosyncraticincomeshocks.
Therefore, individuals may make little effort to gather information on the behavior of
the economy, but rather watch only their own prospective fortunes. Furthermore,
individual income processes are much less persistent than aggregate income. The
optimal consumption response calculated on the basis ofindividual income processes
1The inability to reject the model in micro data may of course also stem from problems related to
measurement error, inexact variable definitions, etc. that make these tests less powerful.
2 Attanasio and Weber (1990) have addressed the impact offinite lifetimes on the estimated inter-
temporal elasticity of substitution. They have found a substantially different estimates between
aggregate and average cohortdata.differs substantially from the predictions of a representative agent model calibrated
with aggregate data. Using these facts, I construct a simple model in which agents
react optimally to their individual income innovations but do not incorporate infor-
mation on economy wide variables. The model correctly predicts what we observe in
aggregate data: the correlation ofconsumption changes with lagged income andexcess
smoothness.
A simple example makes clear how the model works. Suppose a worker gets laid off
from his job; he does not know immediately whether this is due to specific conditions
at his film or because ofthe onset ofa general recession. Ifthe layoffis due to highly
individual factors then it will be easy for the worker to find new employment and the
income reduction associated with the unemployment spell does not call for a major
revision in consumption expenditures. Should the unemployment be due to aggregate
factors, employment will be depressed at otherfirms as well and lead to a much longer
expected unemployment spell. The necessary revision in consumption will be much
larger than in the former case. The worker adjusts consumption in a way that will be
correct on average given his overall experience with unemployment. Looking at
aggregate data, an econometricianwill find expostthateverybodyrevisedconsumption
downward too little at the onset of a recession. Subsequently, there will be further
revisions once workers learn about the true scope and persistence of the shock.
Consumption will appearcorrelated with lagged income and will appearsmootherthan
predicted by a model where agents know the cause and length oftheir unemployment
spell immediately.
There are a number of well known expositions ofthe idea.that individual agents may
have incomplete aggregate information. Robert Lucas (1973) suggested a model in
which suppliers confuse aggregate and relative price movements. This yields an
observable Phillips curve relationship in aggregate data which is not predicted by afull
information representative agent model. Altonji and Ashenfelter (I980) use the same
feature in a life-cycle model of labor supply to generate an intertemporal substitution
effect. Ifthe aggregate wage follows a random walk and agents have full information
there is no room for intertemporal substitution. If workers only know the lagged
aggregate wage and their own wage, consisting of an individual and an aggregate
component, then the model yields aggregate employment fluctuations even if the
aggregate wage is a random walk. Froot and Perold (1990) have recently suggested a
model where securities marketspecialists obserVe only information on their own stock
contemporaneously but not aggregate information. Their model yields correlated
aggregate stock returns.
Inall ofthese models agents observe the aggregate variable with a one period lag. An
analogous model in which agents learn about aggregate income with a one quarter
delay has been suggested for consumption behaviorby Goodfriend (1991). His model
yields an MA(1) process for consumption changes. Therefore, no variable lagged at
least twice should be able to predict consumption changes. The hypothesis oflagged
information on income has been considered informally by Holden and Peel (1985).
They reject this model on U.K. data by regressing consumption changes on income
2and consumption lagged twice. Campbell and Mankiw (1989, 1990) use infonnation
variables lagged at least two periods and find the same result for the U.S. and other
countries.
This paper examines a model in which agents know only their own income processes
but never observe the aggregate component in theirincome. I will also present results
forGoodfriend's model with laggedinfonnationonaggregateincome. Flavin's (1981)
model with quadratic instantaneous utility is a convenienttool fOf this analysis. There
are two virtues to this model; firstly, it allows explicit solutions for the consumption
process. Given the joint behavior of income and consumption it is then possible to
calculatethe regression coefficient ofconsumption changes on laggedincome changes
andthe ratioofthevariabilityinconsumptionto thevariabilityintheincomeinnovation.
These predictions are easily compared to the sample statistics for aggregate data.
Furthennore, while not the most realistic model, the quadratic utility model serves as
a useful benchmark. It allows me to assess how much incomplete infonnation and
aggregationbythemselvescancontributetowardexplainingtheaggregateconsumption
puzzles._
To calibrate the model it is necessary to have infonnation on aggregate and individual
income processes. While some estimates for individual earnings are available in the
literature they are not well suited for the present purpose. In particular, no estimates
are available that utilize quarterly income infonnation comparable to the sampling
frequency ofaggregatedata. Iusethe 1984 Panel ofthe SurveyofIncome and Program
Participation which contains monthly infonnation on family income to construct the
appropriate quarterly micro data. I obtain estimates for the micro income process that
are quite similar to the findings for annual earnings.
Using these results, I find that the model yields predictions that are in the correct
direction and deviate substantially from the full information case. Quantitatively, they
do notmatchthe results forU.S. aggregatedataexactIy, however. Themodelgenerally
tends to predict too high a correlation- of consumption with lagged income but not
smooth enough consumption. Notice, however, that my procedure, using actualmicro
parameters to calibrate the model, subjects the model to a much more stringent test
than is usually adopted in the macro consumption Iiterature. Furthermore, the pre-
,dictions are somewhat closer to the aggregate results than they are for Goodfriend's
model. I argue that rational consumers would not concern themselves with acquiring
aggregate infonnation as assumed by Goodfriend because the gain only amounts to a
few cents every quarter. ,
Giventhesimplicityofthemodelwe cannotexpect it to explainaggregateconsumption
perfectly. Allowing for measurement errorin the micro income data, the existence of
durable goods, finite lifetimes ofconsumers, and advance information about income
tends to improve the predictions ofthe model.
The rest ofthe paper is organized as follows. In the next section, I review the basic
full infonnation model, its implications, and the empirical failures it has generated.
Using a simple income process as an example, section 3 analyzes the model with no
observability ofaggregate income and describes its implications. In section 4, Ido the
3same exercise for the model of Goodfriend where aggregate information becomes
available with a one period lag. Section 5 presents estimates of a simple model for
individual income. In section 6, Iestimateaggregateincomeprocesses and summarize
the stylized facts on the consumption puzzles. Section 7 uses the estimates on the
income process to predictfeatures ofaggregate consumption and compares the results
to the findings in the previous section. Some extensions ofthe model are suggested
in section 8 and section 9provides conclusions. Appendices contain derivations ofthe
consumption process resulting for general income processes, details on the samples
used in the empirical work, and a derivation'ofthe utility loss from ignoring aggregate
information.
2. The Full Information Representative Agent Model
In this section I will review the representative agent model ofconsumption with full
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CI is consumption, YI is non-interest income, and WI is non-human wealth at the
beginning of period t. Income is paid and consumption takes place before interest
accruesonwealth. rand 8 aretheinterestrateandthe timediscountrate, respectively.
Both are assumed to be constant.
Flavin (1981) has shown that a quadratic instantaneous utility function and r =8
yields the following relation for the change in consumption
A ~ (EI-EI_1)YI+S
uC = r ,£..,
I s=o (1 +ry+l
. .
This relationship just says that the change in consumption equals the present value of
the news about future income.
Ifincome follows a univariate time series process known to the consumer then (2) can
be used to relate changes in consumption to the innovations in the'income process
directly. Let income be a stationary ARMA process given by
(3)
Then (2) can be rewritten as
4(4)
where the lag polynomials are the same as in (3).
Equation (4) exemplifies the first implication of the representative agent model:
changes in individual consumption are only related to the innovations in labor income
and cannot be forecasted by any other variable known at time t-J. If agents know
aggregate income then this relationship has to be trueforaggregate data. Inparticular,
no coefficients in a regression ofthe change in consumption on variables dated t- Jand
earliershould be significant. This martingale property has been tested by Hall (1978)
by regressing consumption changes on lags ofconsumption, income, and stock prices.
Hall found little explanatory powerforincomebut rejected nonpredictability for stock
prices. I will call this rejection of the representative agent model the orthogonality
failure~
Flavin (1981) has taken a different route for testing the model. Instead oftesting the
martingale property like Hall she imposed the cross equation restrictions implied by
(3) and (4) and tested whether consumption reacts to income beyond the predictions
ofthe model. She called this failure excess sensitivity ofconsumption to income. Her
test is directly related to Hall's orthogonality test; the orthogonality failure is just a
reduced form implication ofexcess sensitivity.
The model for income in (3) assumes stationarity while empirical income processes
are nonstationary. Deaton (1987) has argued that aggregate income is well described
by a stationary process in first differences. The model in (3) and (4) can easily
accommodate this aspect. Hansen and Sargent (1981) have shown that the formula in
(4) is still valid even in the presence of a unit root in <I>(L) as long as there is
discounting.
3
Whether income has a unit root ornot is quite important for the consumption response
to income innovations. For example, say income follows a random walk. Then all
innovations in income are permanent and consumption will respond one-to-one to an
income innovation. Compare this to an income process that is an AR(I) in levels with
a coefficient near one, say 0.95. Ifthe interest rate is 0.01, then the response ofcon-
sumption to an income i,nnovation is only 0.167. In the infinite horizon model,
modelling innovations as aunit root process or as a serially correlated but stationary
process around trend gives rise to a sizable difference in the consumption response.
Deaton (1987) first pointed out these implications. He estimated an AR(1) in first
differences for quarterly aggregate income and obtained a coefficient of about 0.4.
Taking variances on both sides of(4) implies
3 Although you cannot invert <I>(L) you can invert <1>(1/(1 +r» if r > O.
5(5)
\f'(~) r I +r =~ <1>( 1 )
l+r
The ratio ofthe standard deviation ofconsumption changes to the standard deviation
ofincome innovations shouldequal the consumption response predicted by the model,
1.65 for an interest rate of0.0I. Using 0E from an AR(1) in first differences, Deaton
found that this ratio is only one half in the data. So consumption is much smoother
than the representative agent model predicts. This failure ofthe model is often referred
to as the Deaton paradox, I will call it the excess smoothness result. Compared to the
orthogonalityfailure orexcesssensitivitythisfailure ofthe modelrests ontheadditional
assumption that the income process is highly persistent.
3. Heterogeneity in Income and Unobservable Aggregate Shocks: An Example
I present a simple example to describe the implications of the model where the indi-
vidual income process differs from the time series structure ofaggregate income. The
income process in this example is not necessarily representative of actual data but it
serves to illuminate how the model works.
4 Results for general income processes are
presented in Appendix A. The example will show that both the orthogonality failure
andthe smoothnessresultmayarisein aggregatedata in this model. Iwillusesubscripts
i to denote individual variables while no subscript refers to aggregate variables.
Let individual income be composed·of two parts, an aggregate component, which
follows a random walk and an individual specific component, which is white noise.
The first difference ofincome then obeys the following process
(6)
where £/ is the aggregate income innovation and ui/ is the individual income shock.
The innovations are assumed to be uncorrelated.
This model where income consists ofa permanent component and a purely transitory
component has been studied originally by Muth (1960). If the individual cannot
distinguish the aggregate and the individual component, as I will assume throughout
this section, then this process to her looks just like an MA(1) process for the first
differences inincome. Theincome process the individual observes can thus be written
as
(7)
4 I work with a more accurate model in the empirical estimation below.
6The innovation 1'1il is a compound of the aggregate and the individual components.
Muthhas shown that (1 - 8)1'1il is the optimalpredictorofthe innovationto the random
walk componentofincome. Notethat {1'1iJ ,thoughnotafundamental drivingprocess
ofthe model, is aninnovation sequence with respectto thehistoryofindividual income
changes. TheMAparameter 8 in(7)depends'onthe relativevariancesoftheaggregate
and individual income shocks and 0::; 8 ::; 1.
Equation(4)is stilltruefortheindividual. Changesinindividualconsumptiontherefore
follow







Individual consumption changes are a martingale with respect to the history of indi-
vidual consumption and income. A researcher doing Hall's (1978) analysis on panel
dataforindividualsshouldnotrejectthepermanentincomemodel.
5 Thistypeoftesting
procedurehasbeencarriedoutby AltonjiandSiow(1987)who do notrejectthemodel.
Estimating a structural model in which consumers can distinguish innovations to the
individual and aggre~ate income components in (6) as in Hall and Mishkin (1982)
would not be correct. The correct structural model would use the income process in
(7) instead. This has been pointed out by Speight (no date) who finds support for the
model with incomplete informationonAustrian panel data while the Hall and Mishkin
model is rejected.
I want to focus here onthe aggregate implications ofthe incompleteinformation case.
To find the change in average per capita consumption use the last equality in (8) and
equation (6) and sum over individuals.
!Lilc. = ~L ilYil = ~IE/+Uit-Uil-l
n . II n 1- 8L n 1- 8L
B~~ause the individual shocks are mutually uncorrelated they will sum to zero in a
large population so that.we obtain
5 The martingale property only holds with respect to variables that are in individuals' information
sets. Many researchers using paneldata control for macroel:onomic shocks. Goodfriend (1991) first
pointed out that such controls also invalidate the Hall procedure. 1show below that the variance of
individual income innovations is far larger than the variance of the aggregate component; this will
therefore not be very important in practice.
6 This is not literally true. Hall and Mishkin (1982) only distinguish a permanent and a transitory
income component. These are not identified with aggregate and individual income processes as in
the example in the text. Furthermore, Hall and Mishkin find nonzero correlations between con-
sumption changes and lagged income changes or lagged consumption changes in their data. Apart
from theappropriateness ofthe structural incomeprocess it is thesecorrelationsthatlead to arejection




the percapita series ofconsumption in (10) is not a random walk as the representative
agent model predicts. Consumption now follows an AR(1) in first differences. The
intuition for this is rather simple. Suppose an aggregate shock hits the economy. All
the individual consumers see their income changing but they assume that a part ofthe
shock is idiosyncratic and therefore transitory. They will change their consumption
but not by as much as the permanence of the shock calls for. Because the shock is
persistent, in the following period they will be surprised again that their income is
higherthan expected, they will increase their consumption further and so on.
All this implies that an econometrician working with the representative agent model
will find both the orthogonality failure and the smoothness result in aggregate data.
Suppose the econometrician estimates the following model
~c/ = a + ~~Y/-l + e, (11)
Ifthe data are generated by (10) the expected value of ~ would be
~ = cov(~c/'~Y/_l)
var(~Y/_l)
E{AC~19L}/-1} AOcr; - - -- - AO - cr; - cr; -
Figure 1 below plots numerical results for the expected regression coefficient for
various relative variances ofthe aggregate and the idiosyncratic shock.
Because individuals do not recognize an aggregate shock to be permanent they will
not adjust theirconsumptionby as much as they wouldifit were the only type ofshock
to occur. This will lead to more smoothness in aggregate data than predicted by the
representative agent model. For the example, the representative agent model with
randomwalkincomeimpliesthatthe standarddeviationofconsumptionchangesequals
the standard deviation in aggregate income innovations. For the model with hetero-
geneous agents and incomplete information we get instead from (10)
(13)
8Ifidiosyncratic shocks are present and the interest rate is small enough the ratio ofthe
standarddeviations ofthe changein consumption and the aggregate incomeinnovation
will always be less than one.
7
\
It is easyto see which features oftheexampledrive the result. The representative agent
model would hold for aggregate data ifthe aggregate and the individual income pro-
cesses had the same persistence properties so that consumers would want to react in
the same way to eachtypeofshock. Inthisexample, consumers do notwantto increase
consumption enough in response to an aggregate shock because they confuse it with
the individual income innovation which is less persistent. Furthermore, to get both
the smoothness result and a positive correlation ofconsumption changes with lagged
income changes it is crucial that the aggregate income component is more permanent
than the individual components. Iwill argue below that this is consistent with findings
on individual income data.
The results also hinge on the assumption that individuals cannot (or do not find it
profitable to) distinguish aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks. Otherwise they would
react differently according to the persistenceproperties ofthe specific shockobserved.
This is the model Goodfriend (1991) has originally proposed, where information on
aggregate income becomes available with a one period lag. For comparison, I will
analyze the implications ofhis model with lagged information on aggregate income in
the following section.
4. Lagged Information about Aggregate Shocks
Suppose aggregate data are published with a one period lag. In period t individual i
will observe Yit and the aggregate shock £1-1' I also assume that the consumer has
access to the infinite history ofshocks and can therefore infer Ujl _ 1 as well once the
aggregate shock is known. Write the income process (6) f<?r the individual as
(14)
We candecompose the information the consumergets every periodinto two parts. The
first part is Vii' the current period innovation which is contained in current individual
income Yil' The consumer does not know how the innovation in a particular period
is composed ofthe permanent (aggregate) component and the transitory (individual)
component. She will therefore attribute part ofthe current period innovation to each
component given the relative variances. Forevery particular innovation there will be




errors, ofcourse. Secondly, the consumer gets infonnation from the lagged aggregate
shock. Once this infonnation arrives she will be able to correct the error made last
period in attributing the innovation to its components.
The optimalconsumption response will have two parts correspondingto the two pieces
ofinfonnation: a response to the new innovation and a tenn that corrects for the error
made in the previous period. The first part ofthe consumption response, the reaction
to the current period innovation can be written as
r (O+r
(Ovit + (1 - (0)-1- v it =-1-v it
+r +r
where (0=~/(cr;+0:) ,the relative variance ofthe aggregate shock.
8 The first tenn
is the proportion of the new innovation expected to be pennanent, the consumption
response to that part is one. The second tenn is the part expected to be transitory, the
response is rl(1 +r) .
Consider the correction for errors made last period. Define the negative ofthe error
in the aggregate component as
~it-I = £t_l-(OVit _ 1 = £t_I-(O(£t_1 +Uit _ l)
= (1-(0)£1_1 - (OUit _
1 (16)
The errors in the individual component and in the aggregate component have to sum
to zero since the signalextractionproblem the individual solvedin t-l yieldedunbiased
predictors ofthe two components. The response ofconsumption in period t to errors
made in t-1 is therefore
(17)
The first tenn in the square bracket is the correction of the error in the aggregate
component, the second tenn the correction for the error in the individual component.
Notice that interest accrued on the portions ofthe shocks that had not been consumed
in the last period.
Putt~n~ togetherthe two parts ofthe total, consumption response from (15) and (17) we
o~mn \
(O+r
~Cit =-I-Vit + (1-(O)£t_1 - (OUit _ 1
+r
(18)
8 There is a correspondence between (J) in this section and 9 in the previous section. Both capture
the relative variances ofthe individual and the aggregate income shocks. It is much easier to work
with (J) here.
9 This is a special case ofequation (11) in Goodfriend (1991).
10(20)
Like in the model ofthe previous section, individual consumption changes still follow
a martingale with respect to the history ofindividual income and consumption.10 This
can easily be seen by calculating the autocovariance cov(Llcit,Llcit_I)' Itwill contain
a term (1 - oo)cr£- OJcru which is zero. The lagged income innovations in (18) arise
from the fact that errors are corrected after one period. However, optimal choice of
the weight 00 implies that these errors contain no information correlated with lagged
income or consumption changes.
Sumthe individual consumption responses in (18) for a large population to get the per
capita consumption response
1 oo+r
Llc, = - I,Llci, = -1-£/ + (1 - (0)£/-1 (19)
n +r
Thechange in aggregateconsumptionfollows an MA(1)process. Theimpactresponse
to an aggregate shock is smaller in the lagged information model than in the no
informationmodel. Theintertemporal budgetconstraintis responsible for this feature.
Since agents only asymptotically gather enough information in the no information
modelto accuratelycategorizethe shockas permanent theirconsumptionresponse will
always be below the response in the laggedinformationmodel afterthe secondperiod.
Tosatisfy the budgetconstraintthey therefore have to respondmore inthe first period.
In the lagged information model, on the other hand, the full response occurs after the
second period when the true shock is known. Both the orthogonality failure and the
smoothnessresult will still'ariseinthe laggedinformationmodel, buttheirquantitative
importance will differ.
11
Considerthe regression ofthe change in consumption on the lagged income change in
(11) again. The coefficient on lagged income will be
~ = cov(Llc"LlY,_l)
var(LlY,_I)
Figure 1 plots the expected regression coefficients fromequations (12) and (20) for
the two models with and,-without lagged information for various values of cp and an
interest rate of0.01. In the model with lagged information the coefficient on lagged
income changes can be large when the variance of the aggregate component is small.
In this case consumers attribute little of a shock'to the aggregate component initially
.10 I thank Steve Zeldes for pointing out an error in a previous draft.
IIThetestcarried out by Campbell and Mankiw (1989, 1990) should notreject the model since their
testonly relies on information lagged at least two periods. Their rejection therefore implies a failure
ofthe model with lagged information.
IIFigure 1















but adjust fully to the true shock in the next period, so the response to lagged income
is large. This feature results from the somewhat artificial fact that there is full infor-
mation after one period.
For low values of <0, i.e. values in the empirically relevant range, the models differ
substantially. In the model with no infonnation the coefficient will be small if the
variance ofthe aggregate shock is very small. Two things happen. Agents expect the
true process to bevery transitory, so afteran aggregate shockthey are surprised period
after period. This will raise the correlation between consumption changes and lagged
income changes (captured by e in (12)). Butbecause the composite process consists
mostlyoftransitory innovations agents reactvery little to shocks ingeneral. Therefore
consumption changes vary very little compared to income changes (reflected in A in
(12)), lowering the regression coefficient. In the limit the coefficient is r /(1 +r) .
Withrespectto thesmoothnessresultthemodels are relatedinthe oppositeway. Taking
variances in (19) yields
(21) O"~ ~(<o+rJ2 - = -- + (1-<0)2
0"£ 1+r
Figure 2 is an analogous plot to the previous figure for the excess smoothness ratios
withno infonnation (from equation 13) and with lagged infonnation (from 21). Inthe
representative agent model with random walk income the ratio is one. Inboth models
with individual income the variability of consumption will be lower. For the no
12Bibliothek















infonnation case the response is monotonically increasing with the importance ofthe
aggregateshock. In the laggedinfonnationmodelthe responseis lowestifthe aggregate
and individual shock are ofequal importance. In this case the total response is split
between two adjacent periods. If the variance of the aggregate component is large
almost all the response is immediate; if it is small almost all the response is in the
second period. In either case the total variance is close to one.
12
Themodels above are easilyextendedto more general processesfor income; Appendix
A contains the necessary algebra. The implications remain the same as in the simple
examples above. The more general models allow us to examine an additional impli-
cation due to Campbell and Mankiw (1989, 1990). They found that the conditional
expectations ofincome and consumption changes are proportional. They interpret the
coefficient of proportionality A as the proportion of consumers who consume their
current instead oftheir permanent income. This implication will only hold in the no
infonnationmodelunderveryspecialcircumstances. Iftheindividualandthe aggregate
income process are unconstrained there is no reason for the conditional expectations
to be equal. The appendix contains a demonstration ofthis fact. This does not mean
12 The two models can be thought ofas special cases ofa model where agents receive a noisy signal
of the aggregate shock with a one period lag. This model generates an ARMA(l,l) process for
consumption changes. The predictions for ~ and the ratio ofthe variability ofconsumption to the
variability ofthe income innovation lie in between thepredictions for the two polarcases considered
above.
13that the incomplete infonnation model is empirically invalid. Forempirically relevant
income processes the proportionality result may be approximately true. In particular,
aggregate income changes follow a positively autocorrelated process while the models
generate positively autocorrelated time series for consumption changes.
13
Which ofthe two models presented above is more reasonable? It seems that the model
with lagged infonnation is better suited to explain the behavior of rational decision
makers who fonn expectations on the basis of all available infonnation since basic
aggregate statistics are provided virtually for free by the news media. However, a
rational agent will not only considerthe costs, which are admittedly small, but also the
benefits. Cochrane (1989) has shown that it is possible to calculate the loss from
nonmaximizing behavior and found that these losses are generally small for small
deviationsfrom theoptimalpath. Thesameshould be truehere. Sincethesecalculations
are rather sensitive to the parameters used I do not present any exemplary results here
but relegate them to section 7 after I have shown what reasonable estimates for the
individual and the aggregate income processes are. I will turn to these estimates next.
5. Empirical Results on Micro Income Processes
The remainder ofthe paper explores whether the data bear out the implications ofthe
models studied above. I start in this section by presenting results on individual income
processes. Previous studies in this area reveal that the main feature necessary for the
model to work is presentin micro data: i.e. income innovations for individuals are less
persistent than shocks to aggregate income.
MaCurdy (1982) and Abowd and Card (1989) have analyzed the time series structure
ofearnings in micro data. Theyfind thatthe log ofearnings changesformale household
heads in the U.S. is well described by an MA(2). Both MA coefficients are negative,
with the first onebetween-0.25 and -0.4andthe secondone closerto zero. Thevariance
oflog earnings changes is substantial. The standard deviations range from about 0.25
to a high of0.45 for certain years. This means that a one standard deviation change in
earnings is 25 percent to 45 percent of the previous level. Individual income risk is
clearly the main source ofincome uncertainty individuals face.
MaCurdy only analyzes data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics which is
conducted annually. Abowd and Card also present results for data from the control
groups ofthe Denverand Seattle Income Maintenance Experiments which correspond
13 Other models that yield autocorrelated consumption proces~es may not in general conform any
better to the proportionality result. Not much research has been done on this issue. One exception
is Flavin (1990) who has found that her excess sensitivity model yields the same restriction as the
A- model ofCampbell and Mankiw. A in her case has the interpretation ofthe excess sensitivity
parameter.
14to semiannual incorrle. They findgenerally first autocorrelations that are even more
negative for these data. However, this may not result from the different sampling
frequencybutfromthefactthattheexperimentoversampledrelativelypoorhouseholds.
Resultsforthe(annual)family incomeprocessareprovidedbyHall andMishkin(1982)
in their study ofconsumption behavior. They estimate a restricted MA(3) for income
changes with results very similar to the studies mentioned above. Family income
apparently follows a process very similar to individual earnings.
None ofthese results are directly suited for the present purpose. The stylized facts on
aggregate consumption have all beenestablished on quarterly series. In orderto have
analogous results for individual income I estimated restricted covariance models with
quarterly data that I constructed from the 1984 Survey ofIncome and Program Parti-
cipation (SIPP). This panel survey was conducted three times a year from late 1983
to the beginning of 1986 in about 20,000 households and collected monthly income
information. Theinterviews tookplace on a rolling basis, withonefourth ofthe sample
being interviewed each month. From these data I constructed a panel of quarterly
income from the fourth quarter of 1983 to the first quarter of 1986, the longest span
for which information on the entire sample is available.
Consumption decisions are most likely made on the family level. I therefore selected
families that can be followed continuously throughout the sample period and did not
change head or spouse. Most likely, events that change household composition ina
majorway will also lead to large income changes. The sample selection will therefore
tend to understate the variance ofincome changes. Furthermore, I limited the sample
to households whose head did not go to school during the sample period. These latter
groups may have large movements in income which may be anticipated by the indi-
viduals but would appear as random elements in the estimation. For example, an
individual just finishing school will have a large increase in income. But this jump
will have been foreseen and has therefore, according to the model, already been
incorporated in previous consumption decisions. I also eliminated non-family hou-
seholds since i cannot judge whether they make joint or individual consumption
decisions. Finally, I limited the sample to families with heads between the ages of 16
and70duringthesurveyperiod. AppendixBcontainsfurtherdetailsontheconstruction
ofthe sample.
The correct income concept is net family income from all sources excluding capital
income. Variables on total family income and income from capital are provided on
the SIPPusertapes; these are\aggregated from an array ofdetailedquestions on various
income categories for each family member. I use these variables although there are
some problems associated with them. First, tax information is only collected infre-
quently and cannot be apportioned to single months. This is probably the most severe
shortcoming of the data because gross income wiII have a higher variance and (in a
progressive tax system) exhibit more transitory fluctuations. Furthermore, the indi-
vidual variables that make up family income can have imputations. Since the impu-
tations occur at the disaggregated level it would be rather arbitrary to decide which
observations to delete because of the imputations. I decided to use all the data.
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Table 1
I Basic Sample Statistics
SIPP Sample CPS Sample
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Age 43.7 12.9 42.5 13.4
Years ofSchoo- 12.6 3.25 12.5 3.22
ling
Non-White 0.12 0.32 0.13 0.34
Male 0.77 0.42 0.73 0.44
Never Married 0.09 0.29 0.14 0.35
Family Size 3.04 1.55 2.82 1.56
Per capita 2,634 2,162 2,821 2,522
Income 1984
[quarterly]
Sample Size 8,170 25,033
Imputations should lower the variance ofincome changes, presumably largely at the
cost ofthe transitory income component. Finally, all disaggregated income items are
topcoded at $8,333 permonth. It is impossible t6 decide from the aggregated income
items which variables have been topcoded. The topcoding should only affect a small
portion of the sample and will also reduce the income variance. Because I use per
capita data from the National Income Accounts below, I divided family income by
family size each period. Income is deflated by the monthly CPI for urban consumers
(base 1982-84). The final sample I used has 8,170 families. I provide some basic
characteristics in table 1.
Table 1also presents results from the March 1985 CurrentPopulationSurvey. In most
respects the SIPP sample matches the general population very closely. Families are
slightly larger in the SIPP sample, this explains why per capita income is slightly less
than in the CPS.
The estimation proceeds in three further st~ges. In a first step, I regressed changes in
family income on a constant, changes in total family size, changes in the number of
children, and age ofthe head to eliminate deterministic components ofincome dyna-
mics; these regressors are similartotheones usedbyHall andMishkin(1982). Separate
regressions were run for each quarter. Thus the data will be purged of all common
seasonal and aggregate components as well. None ofthe regressors explains income
changes very well; as is usual in such regressions the R
2 s·range from only 0.002 to
0.008! Addinglaggedlabormarketindicators,likenumberofearnersinthe household,
weeks worked by the head, weekly hours, etc., as additional regressors hardly changes
the results at all.
16The second step was to estimate the unrestricted covariance matrix ofresidual income
changes. Table 2 displays this 9 x 9 matrix. The standard deviations of quarterly
income changes range from $1,173 to $1,316. The mean level of per capita family
income is $2,646. The standard deviations are between 44% and 50% ofthe income
level, somewhat higher than MaCurdy's and Abowd and Card's findings on annual
data. The first order autocorrelations are negative and range from -0.230 to -0.331,
surprisingly similar to the estimates for annual data. Time aggregation of ARMA
processes does not have this feature. Measurement error in the income data may be
responsibleforthisfinding; Icommentonthe implicationsofmeasurementerrorbelow.
Autocorrelations beyond the second are small and generally insignificant. An MA(2)
seems to be an appropriate model for these quarterly income changes as wel1.
Table 2
Covariance Matrix ofIncome Changes
(Income / 1000)
(standard errors in parentheses)
84:1 84:2 84:3 84:4 85:1 85:2 85:3 85:4 86:1
84:1 1.730 -0.279 -0.049 -0.064 -0.032 -0.029 0.001 -0.019 0.050
(0.172)
84:2 -0.440 1.439 -0.292 -0.164 0.025 0.014 -0.002 -0.030 -0.021
(0.109) (0.143)
84:3 -0.075 -0.410 1.375 -0.279 -0.181 -0.015 0.057 -0.022 -0.020
(0.077) (0.091) (0.119)
84:4 -0.102 -0.240 -0.398 1.479 -0.323 -0.092 -0.091 0.091 -0.017
(0.051) (0.049) (0.084) (0.126)
85:1 -0.056 0.040 -0.278 -0.517 1.731 -0.357 -0.156 0.027 0.039
(0.065) (0.068) (0.055) (0.091) (0.132)
85:2 -0.045 0.020 -0.021 -0.134 -0.561 1.427 -0.230 -0.207 -0.006
(0.056) (0.046) ~0.036) (0.040) (0.071) (0.104)
85:3 0.002 -0.002 0.080 -0.132 -0.245 -0.328 1.430 -0.292 -0.174
(0.031) (0.039) (0.040) (0.044) (0.050) (0.056) (0.100)
85:4 -0.032 -0.046 -0.033 0.143 0.046 -0.320 -00450 1.667 -0.331
(0.064) (0.037) (0.043) (0.060) (0.068) (0.058) (0.079) (0.148)
86:1 0.082 -0.031 -0.029 -0.025 0.064 -0.009 -0.258 -0.529 1.534
(0.047) (0.034) (0.037) (0.045) (0.047) (0.052) (0.047) (0.096) (0.126)
Covariances below the diagonal, correlations above the diagonal
17An MA(2) with constant coefficients has three parameters that restrict the 45 cova-
riances above. I impose these restrictions using minimum distance estimators.
14 I
proceed by estimating the restricted variances and autocorrelations. The MA(2)
coefficients can then be easily derived. Table 3 reports the results.
15 The first column
gives estimates using the empirical fourth moments as weights. The estimate ofthe
standarddeviationof(thestochasticpartof) income changes is about$1,100perfamily
member per quarter. Notice that the optimally weighted estimator yields lower esti-
mates of the variance than the unweighted estimator (second column). In fact the
weighted estimate is below the standard deviations in all years. Optimal weighting
seemsto lead to underfittingofthe variances wheneveroff-diagonalterms are restricted
to zero. The last column, where Ipresent results foran MA(l)shows that this problem
becomes more severe as more restrictions are imposed.
The minimand of optimal minimum distance estimator multiplied by the sample size
yields a goodness-of-fit test for the model. This specification test does not reject the
stationary MA(2) model at the 5 percent level. An analogous test can be constructed
for arbitrary weighting matrices (Newey, 1985); the unweighted model is rejected by
this test. The MA(l) also clearly fails the specification test; the data prefer a nonzero
second order autocorrelation. In the last row I also present a test of the stationarity
restrictions for the MA(2) model. Chamberlain (1984) shows that the differenceofthe
test-statistics for two models has also a X
2-distribution. The unrestricted model allows
different covariances for every year but still restricts the higher order correlations to
zero. Unlike the findings of Abowd and Card, the stationarity assumption cannot be
rejected for the SIPP data. This may be due to the fact that only a short time period
(two years) is involved.
The optimally weightedestimates imply a standard deviationofthe income innovation
of$1,026 for the MA(2). The MA coefficients are -0.447 and -0.205. According to
these estimates income surprises are large and contain a substantial transitory com-
ponent.16 OnemightobjectthatthehighvarianceIobtainedmaybeduetoheterogeneity
of the individual income processes rather than uncertainty, pertain to variation anti-
cipated by individual households, and may result from measurement error. I will take
up these issues in tum.
14 See Chamberlain (1984) and Abowd and Card (1989).
15 I initially estimated covariances. The standard errors on the reported results are obtained by the
delta method.
16Guiso,Jappelli, andTerlizzese(1991) have obtained directsi1rveyevidenceon individualearnings
uncertainty for Italy. Their results indicate that two thirds of tne individuals in the sample believe
their earnings uncertainty for next year to be 1.5 percent ofthe level ofearnings or less. This would
correspond to an innovation standard deviation ofonly $40 in the SIPP sample. While this indicates
that income uncertainty may be lower than estimated from panel data their results seem extremely
low.
18Table 3
Stationary MA(2) and MA(l) Models for Income Changes
(standard errors in parentheses)
MA(2) MA(1)
Coefficient Optimally Unweighted Optimally
Weighted Estimates Weighted
Estimates Estimates
Standard 1143 1239 1068
Deviation (22.5) (28.3) (23.6)
1st -0.286 -0.296 -0.428
autocorrelation (0.011) (0.014) (0.005)




2-statistic [dof] 57.7 [42] 95.9 [42] 294.6 [43]
p-value 0.054 0.000 0.000
Test for Stationarity
X
2-statistic [dot] 16.9 [21] --- ---
p-value 0.720
Deterministic differences in income changes among households, for example, due to
differentpositionsontheage-earningsprofile,would showupas variancein the income
innovation. However, pure individual fixed effects or differential slopes of the age-
income relationship would\yield positive values for the higher order autocovariances
in table 2. Ifthese effects were important then the MA(2) model ought to be rejected.
There is no evidence that this is the case. Yet, there may be numerous events that are
deterministic or anticipated by the individual households that I cannot capture in the
estimation. While such events seem reasonable they have been notoriously hard to
find in micro earnings data. As an illustration, to make an extreme adjustment, I
reestimated the covariance matrix after first removing household specific seasonal
effects. Given that I only have nine periods ofdata this will also spuriously eliminate
19a lot of"true" variation. The estimated standard deviations ofthe income changes are
still in the orderof$800. Furthermore, the first orderautocorrelations are still negative
and in the order of-0.15.
Finally, in the estimates presented here no allowance has been made for the possible
existence ofmeasurement error in these data. Duncan and Hill (1985), Bound et.al.
(1989) and Bound and Krueger (1991) document the importance ofmeasurementerror
in micro income data. For data sets with annual recall these studies find a reliability
ratio, i.e. the ratio of signal to total variance, of about 0.65 for first differences of
income. This would imply that the standard deviation ofindividual income changes
is only 80 percent ofthe estimates above orabout $900 which is still quite substantial.
However, the SIPP only relies on recall ofincome over the four most recent months
and may be more accurate than datasets that ask respondents to recall income ofthe
previous year. Onthe otherhand, annual income surveys are usually conductedduring
spring when individualspreparetheirtax returns and may thereforehave moreaccurate
income records available. Another source oferror in the estimation of the variance
arises from the inexact definition of some ofthe variables. For example, remember
that I have not subtracted tax payments from gross income.
Measurement error may also obscure the estimates of the time series structure of
income. If measurement error is white noise in the level of income then the first
difference ofthe measurementerror will follow an MA(1) with a negative coefficient.
Thus measurementerrormay account for some ofthe transitory component ofincome
and true income may follow a much more permanent process. However, Bound and
Krueger (1991) and Bound et.al. (1989) found that measurement error is positively
correlated over time. Depending on the source of this autocorrelation, this may
ameliorate the degree to which measurement error is responsible for the negative MA
coefficients found above. Ifmeasurementerrorconsistsofanindividual specificeffect
and noise then the first differences ofthe data will only contain the part ofthe mea-
surement error due to noise which introduces the negative autocorrelation alluded to
above. On the other hand, if measurement error follows an AR(I) process with a
positivecoefficientthentheautocorrelationofthemeasurementerrorinfirstdifferences
will be less than it is in the case ofpure noise. In the limit, ifthe measurement error
follows a random walk then it will add purenoise in first differences. From the studies
mentioned above it is impossible to tell which model for the measurement error is the
more relevant here.
Another complication arises in the present case because the monthly responses for a
quarter can originate from the same or"from two successive interviews. Because of
the way in which the differentrotation groups are interviewed inthe SIPPthis will also
differ for different households. The fact that some of the data for adjacent quarters
come from the same interview will introduce additional autocorrelation in the mea-
surement error.
20As a final comment on the issue let me note that measurement error may not bias the
estimates in this case. To the extent that measurement error is response error rather
than coding error survey responses may actually be what individuals believe about
their income. In this case the mismeasured rather than the true income should enter
the estimation.
All the forms of mismeasurement alluded to here will overstate the variance and the
amount oftransitory variation in income. [deal with these issues below by checking
the robustness ofthe model predictions to a lower variance and higher persistence of
individual income.
6. Aggregate Stylized Facts on Income and Consumption
Inthis section[reportthestylizedfacts pertainingto incomeandconsumptionprocesses
in aggregate data. This has two purposes. First, I will try to establish some simple
time series model for the aggregate income process. Together with the results ofthe
previous section this will allow me to calculate predictions from the model with
heterogeneous agents for aggregate consumption. I will therefore also report results
on consumption here to compare them to the predictions in the following section.
Inorderto replicate the results often cited inthe literature Imake the same adjustments
to the NIPA data as Blinderand Deaton (1985) did.
1
? My sample ranges from the first
quarterof1954 to the fourth quarterof1990, the data are taken from the 1991 Citibase
tape. A detailed description ofthe adjustments I make is given in Appendix B.
Table 4 presents results on the income process. The income series refers to "labor"
income, i.e. disposable income excluding capital income. There is a slight conceptual
difference to the micro estimates since the aggregate income series excludes taxes.
However, whether taxes are excluded or not makes little difference for the aggregate
estimates. [thereforeuse the series commonlyused in the literature. As forindividual
inCt'llle I will use an MA(2) model for the first differences ofaggregate income but I
also present results for an AR(1). The MA coefficients are estimated by conditional
least squares, the AR model is estimated by OLS. I report results for two different
sample periods. 1954 to 1984 is the period ofthe Binder and Deaton (1985) dataset
thathas beenusedextensivelyby various researchers. Noticethatextendingthe sample
to 1990 reduces the autocorrelation in the income changes slightly. Both the AR(1)
and the MA(2) fit the data'. well. The quarterly standard deviation for aggregate per
capita income is only around $15, compared to the $1 ,000 I found for the individual
income component above!
17 Unlike Blinder and Deaton (1985) Idid not adjust income and consumption for nontax payments
to state and local governments since the series on Citibase is only available starting in 1958. For the
post-1958 sample the difference is completely inconsequential.
21Table 4
Aggregate Stylized Facts on Income
(standard errors in parentheses)
AR(1) MA(2)
Sample Period First Second Std. Dev. of
coefficient coefficient Income
Innovations
NIPA 0.368 0.392 0.022 16.1
1954-1984 (0.083) (0.090) (0.090) (1.02)
NIPA - 0.307 0.309 0.023 17.0
1954-1990 (0.079) (0.083) (0.083) (0.99)
Table 5 reports some results on aggregate consumption for similar sample periods as
the previous table. It has been customary in the macro literature to use consumer
expenditure on nondurables and services as consumption measure. Like Blinder and
Deaton I eliminated expenditures on clothing and shoes from the nondurable con-
sumption series. To make units comparable to total income I multiplied these
expenditures by the sample average ofthe ratio oftotal expenditures to expenditures
on nondurables and services.
Table 5
Aggregate Stylized Facts on Consumption
(standard errors in parentheses)
Sample Period Coef. of AR(1) MA (1) Excess Smooth-
Consumption coefficient coefficient ness Ratio
Changes on \
Income Lag
1954-1984 0.138 0.225 0.220 0.583
(0.047) (0.087) (0.088) (0.060)
1954-1990 0.131 0.230 0.249 0.562
(0.043) (0.081) (0.081) (0.052)
22(22)
The table reports the regression coefficient ofconsumption changes on lagged income
changes which is in the order of0.13 and clearly significant. Consumption changes
are positively autocorrelated as measured by an AR(1) or MA(1) parameter. The last
column gives the excess smoothness ratio ofabout 0.6. All these estimates are in line
with previous findings in the literature.
7. Predictions from the Model
I am now ready to present predictions from the models using the empirical estimates
for the individual and aggregate parts ofthe income process. Since the estimates vary
slightly for different sample periods I will present a number'of results.
I assume that both the individual income process and the aggregate income process are
describe-d by an MA(2) in first differences.
~Yjl = (1 + </>IL + </>;.2)£1 + (l - alL - a;.2)Uil
= (1 - elL - e;.2)lh
Appendix A shows how to derive the consumption processes for the two models. In
the caseofthe no information model aggregate consumptionfollows an ARIMA(2,1,2)
process. Forthe lagged informationmodel,consumptionchangesarealways an MA(l).
The Appendix also presents the formulae for ~, the coefficient for a regression of
consumption changes on lagged income changes, and the excess smoothness ratio
(J/M.!(Jc·
Predictions for these parameters are shown in table 6 and compared to the aggregate
stylized facts about consumption from table 5. The base case uses the weighted esti-
mates for the individual income process and the ]954 - 1990 results for aggregate
income. The no information model predicts both parameters qualitatively correctly
but ~ is about twice its empirical value while (JtJcl(Jc is predicted about correctly.
Thus, for these parameters the model predicts an even more striking failure of the
representative agent life-cycle model than the aggregated data reveal! The results for
the lagged information model are also qualitatively correct but the numerical results
are far off. ~ is almost seven times its empirical value, indicating that the lagged
information model implies much too fast incorporation ofaggregate information into
households' consumption decisions. The excess smoothness ratio is also too high but
not as far out of line with the aggregate estimates. The last column shows what the
per capita utility loss is for a household that uses no aggregate information compared
23to the full informationcase.
18 Theloss is expressed in Dollars perquarterandcalculated
for a coefficient ofrelative risk aversion oftwo. It amounts to 45 cents or0.02 percent
oftotal utility. This is slightly above the findings by Cochrane (1989) who estimated
the utility loss for a representative consumer exhibiting excess sensitivity. This is
expected since excess sensitivity is the aggregate implication ofthe model discussed
here and the model predicts more excess sensitivity then the data exhibit. The loss for
higher risk aversion is easily obtained by dividing by two and multiplying by the new
coefficient. Even for a risk aversion coefficient of 10 the loss would still be minor.
This provides some evidence that the assumptions ofthe no information model seem
to be quite reasonable: it does not pay to collect aggregate information to improve
consumption decisions.
Table 6
Comparison ofModel Predictions and Aggregate Estimates









[$/quarter] - - -
aE aE aE
base 0.131 0.565 0.306 0.535 0.896 1.044 0.448
2 0.138 0.583 0.335 0.562 0.922 1.122 0.468
3 0.131 0.565 0.310 0.542 0.892 1.042 0.766
4 0.131 0.565 0.288 1.096 0.383 1.054 0.024
Base case: cru = $1,026, <Xl = 0.047, <Xz = 0.205, crE = $16,99, 4>1 = 0.309, 4>2 = 0.023,
interest rate = 0.01, mean income = $2,646,
coef. ofreI. risk aversion = 2
Case 2: As base case but crE = $16.10, 4>1 = 0.392, 4>2 =0.022
Case 3: As base case but cru = $256
Case 4: As base case but <XI = 0, <Xz = 0
18 Instead ofcomparing the model with no information to the Goodfriend model I use a model with
full contemporaneous information on aggregate variables as benchmark. Utility for this model is
calculated much more easily than for the lagged information model. The utility differences I present
are therefore upper bounds for the differences between the two models in the paper.
24The next rows present slight changes to the base case. Case 2 uses the aggregate
estimates for the 1954 - 1984 period; the results are very similar. Cases 3 and 4
investigate the possible implications forthe modelifthe varianceand transitory nature
of the individual income process is overstated, which is likely to be the case. For
illustrative purposes I use cases that deviate far from the estimates although I do not
believe that mismeasurement alter the results to such a large degree. Case 3 uses only
a quarter of the standard deviation for individual income innovations. Despite this
drastic change the predictions ofthe model are practically unaltered. The variance of
individual income changes still completely dominates the total variance so that the
change has little impact. The implications ofachange inthe persistence properties are
much more severe. Case 4 presents the results under the assumption that the mean
reversion in individual income is due to measurement error orestimation bias and the
true process is a random walk. This lowers the predictions of ~ slightly and doubles
theexcesssmoothnessratioforthe no infonnationmodel. Bothcoefficientsare roughly
twice their empirical value now. For the lagged infonnation model ~ is now much
more ~easonable, about three times its empirical value.
The changes presented here are somewhat extreme. Itseems quite reasonable that the
model predictions should lie somewhere inbetweencases 1and 4. Iconcludetherefore
from this exercise that both coefficients are predicted to be too high with ~ being
overpredicted to a larger degree. Furthennore, the no infonnation model seems to do
slightly better in matching the aggregate results.
The results above only pertain to the most simple minded version ofa life-cycle con-
sumption model with an infonnation structure differentfrom the typical representative
agent model. Other aspects that are potentially important have recently been incor-
poratedintothis basicmodel. Iwilltakeup afew ofthose extensionsinthe next section
and discuss how the model with heterogeneous agents and incomplete infonnation
behaves under these modifications.
8. Extensions ofthe Model
Some ofthe assumptions ofthe model oflife cycle consumptionthatIused throughout
this paper are clearly not satisfied in reality. The model only explains the behavior of
nondurable consumption and neglects tlie presence of durable expenditures of indi-
viduals. A further restriction is the assiIfuption of infinite lifetimes. Finally, recent
literature"has allowedfor superiorinfonnatidriof consumers abouttheirincome. I will
take up these features in turn and discuss briefly how relaxing these assumptions may
change the results in the previous section.
The Presence ofDurable Goods. In the empirical results above durable goods were
treated as absent and the measure ofnondurable consumption was scaled accordingly.
When some goods are durable the time series process ofnondurable consumption will
be altered as well. This is true even if durable consumption is additively separable
because durables introduce an additional intertemporal link. It would be much more
25satisfactory to incorporate the presence of durables directly into the model. Unfort-
unately, the quadratic utility framework does not allow enough flexibility to add
durables in a simple but reasonable way. Therefore, I only explore a crude way to
allow for differential reactions ofdurable and nondurable goods to changes in income
bypostulatingalinearEngelcurverelationbetweentotalexpendituresandexpenditures
on nondurables and services:
(23)
Take first differences in (23) and apply the result to (10) and (14). In the model with
a linear Engel curve, 't multiplies both the regression coefficient ~ and the excess
smoothness ratio.
Using a sample of3728 households from the 1985 Consumer Expenditure Survey19 I
obtained a slope coefficient of0.615 with a standard error of0.016. The linear Engel
curve specification of nondurables fits remarkably well for the bulk of the sample.
Under these circumstances the coefficients in table 6 (base case) would change as
follows: ~ is 0.188 from the no information model and 0.551 from the lagged infor-
mation model while the unscaled empirical value is 0.107. The empirical value of
<JtM)<Je is 0.465 while the no information model predicts 0.346 and the lagged infor-
mationmodel0.641. Bothmodels do much betterin matching the empirical moments.
Nevertheless, more careful modeling of the interaction of durable and nondurable
purchases is definitely desirable since the Engel curve approach can at most serve as
an approximation.
Finite LifetimesandRetirement. As the workofClarida(1988) andGall(1990)shows,
finite lifetimes alone can generate excess sensitivity and excess smoothness. It would
therefore seem that introducing finite lifetimes into the model would only move the
excess smoothness parameter in the desired direction but increase the regression
coefficient on lagged income even more. It turns out that this is not the case. Excess
sensitivity in Gali's model results from the fact that his overlapping generations
structure introduces autocorrelation in the aggregate consumption process while the
consumption changes ofindividuals follow a random walk. However, Gall finds that
this autocorrelationis very smallforreasonable life spans. It is thereforesafeto neglect
this feature.
Both Gall and Clarida assume that income declines in the later part ofthe life cycle so
thatconsumershaveanincentiveto saveforretirementpurposes. Therefore,consumers
will have a lower propensity to consume out of income shocks. To illuminate how
Gali's results change the implications ofmy model return to the example in section 3.
Thefeature ofretirementis capturedbygeometricallydeclining laborincomeinGall's
19This sampleeliminated aboutthe 2.5 %ofthe households with the highesttotal expenditures. The
remaining sample should give a better estimate of the slope ofthe Engel curve in its mid-range that
is mostrelevant for the bulk ofthe sample. The measure ofnondurables and services I used does not
correspond precisely to the NIPA definition. I thank Annamaria Lusardi for making·an extract of
the CES data available to me.
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paper. Hefinds thatthe (aggregate)marginalpropensityto consumeoutoflaborincome
is equal to the ratio ofthe gross return on wealth and the sum ofthis return and the rate
of decline oflabor income (see his equation (9». This MPC will multiply A in my
equation (10). From equations (12) and (13) above it is therefore clear that the MPC
will multiply the regression coefficient of consumption changes on lagged income
changes and the excess smoothness ratio. Gall estimates the aggregate MPC to be
between 0.8 and 0.9 so that both coefficients will be slightly lower.
Advance Information about Income. The model in this paper assumes that consumers
face a univariate income process and observe individual income when it is realized.
Campbell (1 987) has devised a framework to test the permanent income model when
consumers have more information than the econometrician. His evidence is consistent
with the interpretation that consumers learn about movements in income some time in
advance.
It is not straightforward to build the feature ofextraneous information into the model
of this paper since the decomposition into aggregate and individual income is done
most easily with a univariate income process. As a simple way to allow for advance
information,assumethatconsumerslearnabouttheincomeshockoneperiodin advance
but still do not decompose it into its individual and aggregate component. In terms of
the example in section 3, equation (8) changes to
l+r-O *
t::.ci/ = (l +r)2 11i/+1 == A 11i/+1
For small interest rates A* does not differ much from A . Therefore the change in
the timing will affect the regression coefficient on lagged income but not excess
smoothness. Aggregate (24)
t::.c/(l-OL) = A*£/+1
This yields a regression coefficient of
(25)
E{A *(~)£ }
~ = 1-9L /-1
cr;
* 2-2 A OOE * 2
=--=AO cr;
(26)
The regression coefficient is multiplied by the AR coefficient O. The excess
smoothness ratio is
(27)
which is virtuallyunchanged. Formorecomplicatedincomeprocess similarderivations
can be carried out. In general ~ will be lower because the income innovations used
to make consumption decisions are further removed in time from the income changes
they are correlated with in the regression. Ifincome changes are positively autocor-
related there is an offsetting effect, however, because more innovations will contribute
27to the correlation of the two processes although each innovation will enter with less
weight. For the processes in the base case of table 6 ~ would be 0.225 instead of
0.306. -
Various conclusions emerge from the exercises in this section. First, these extensions
changethe predictedcoefficientsto somedegree,butthesechanges seemto berelatively
minor compared to the impact that a change in the information structure has. It seems
that incompleteinformationandaggregationbiasmaybe anempiricallymore important
contributor to the failure of the permanent income hypothesis in aggregate data than
other proposed extensions ofthe model.
Secondly, both models seem to perform better with some of these extensions. They
all yield lower coefficients for ~ and the excess smoothness ratio, except for advance
informationwhich onlylowerstheformer. Addingall theseadjustmentstogetherseems
to yield predictions very close to the empirical values for aggregate data. Since I only
discussed each of these extensions in terms of a simple example, it is impossible to
assess the exact empirical importance ofthese alterations and theirjoint impact. This
should be a topic offuture research.
9. Concluding Comments
InthispaperIhaveanalyzedtheimplicationsofheterogeneity in incomeand incomplete
information on the source ofincome shocks for the form ofthe aggregate consumption
process and its relation to observed income. The failures ofthe full information life-
cycle consumption model usually found in aggregate data clearly arise if individual
consumers adjust their consumption correctly to individual income innovations but do
not care to distinguish aggregate and idiosyncratic income variation. Using estimated
parameter values for individual and aggregate income processes, the model gives
predictions that deviate substantially from the full information benchmark. However,
the results indicate too much correlation ofconsumption changes with lagged income
but not smooth enough consumption. Nevertheless, heterogeneity in income and
incomplete information seem to account for a large portion ofthe deviations from the
full information case.
An informal examination of the potential implications of mismeasurement of the
stochastic part ofmicro income reveal that the predictions will be even higher with a
bettermeasure ofthe trueincomeprocess. Relaxingsome otherrestrictive assumptions
ofthe model makes the results look more favorable. Accounting for the presence of
durables,allowingforfinite lifetimes andretirementsavings ofconsumersandadvance
information about income reduces the regression coefficient for lagged income and
yields smootherconsumption. All theseinfluencescombined se~mto giveareasonable
account ofwhat we observe in aggregate data.
28Rational expectationsmodels withincompleteaggregateinformationhavemostlyused
the assumption that aggregate information arrives with a one period lag. Inthe present
context, the no information model seems to yield somewhat better results than the
lagged information model but does not clearly dominate it. Some combination ofthe
two models will probablyimprove the predictionsand certainly seemsmore reasonable
as a description of reality. Aggregate information may enter into individual decision
makingnotbecausepeopleactivelypursuethe collectionofsuchinformationbutpurely
by interacting with a lot ofother individuals. Formalizing models in which aggregate
information arrives more slowly should be an area that deserves more attention.
Thefeature thatdrives the results in this paperis thatthe model yields anautocorrelated
process for aggregate consumption changes. Gall (1991) has shown that excess
smoothness of consumption can be characterized in the frequency domain with less
restrictive assumptions than in Deaton (1987) or Campbell and Deaton (1989).
Essentially, his results stem from the autocorrelation in consumption changes and are
therefore consistent with the predictions from the no information model.
Anumberofothermodelshavebeensuggestedthatleadto autocorrelatedconsumption.
A simple model of habit formation (Deaton, 1987) or slow adjustment of consumers
to income shocks (Attfield, Demery, and Duck, 1989) also leads to an AR(1) for
consumption changes. Unlike for my model, the micro parameters are generally not
estimable in these cases so the models cannot be subjected to the same stringent test.
Furthermore, these models imply that consumption should have the same autocorre-
lation structure in micro and in aggregate data. This seems to be at odds with the
empirical findings.
Although in this paper I have focussed on implications of the no information model
for aggregate datathe model is roughly consistent with previous findings onmicro data
for consumption. Itpredicts correctly that the orthogonality conditions should not be
rejected in panel data. The approach taken by Altonji and Siow (1987), Zeldes (1989)
and Runkle (1991)is consistentwiththe modelpresentedhere. These studiesfind little
evidence against the permanent income model with food consumption data from the
PSID. While this is a very limited consumption concept, results from the Consumer
Expenditure Survey (Lusardi, 1991) seem to confirm these findings with broader
measures of nondurables. But incomplete information may even play a role if the
permanent income model fails in micro data, as long as the individual consumption
processes are less correlated with lagged income than in the aggregate.
Zeldes (1989) finds some evidence for such correlations for low wealth consumers in
the PSID, interpreting them as liquidity constraints. It seems quite reasonably a priori
that part ofthe population is liquidity constraint. It would be interesting to know how
liquidity constraints and possibly other features interact with the incomplete infor-
mation assumption. Deaton (1991) attempts to do so. One of his models combines
liquidity constraints and precautionary savings with the incomplete information
structureofthe model ofthispaper. Innumerical simulations Deatonfinds a regression
coefficientofconsumption growth on lagged income growth of0.42 and a smoothness
29ratio just below one. His results are for logs of the variables and are therefore not
directly comparable to mine. Nevertheless, it seems that incomplete infonnation may
be the majorfactor driving these results.
Sincemanyofthe specificationsinthis paperare very restrictive future researchshould
incorporate incomplete infonnation into more sophisticated models. Consumption
researchis certainlynotthe onlyareawere considerations ofaggregationbias may tum
out to be important. The work of Froot and Perold (.1991) offers a very convincing
account of autocorrelations in aggregate stock returns based on the same idea.
Hopefully, investigations ofthe robustness ofthe representative agent model in other
areas ofmacroeconomics will become an important topic in future research.
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It is straightforward to extend the examples in sections 3 and 4 to more general processesfor i~come;
all the intuition is the same. First return to the version of the model with no information. Let the
first differences in individual income bestationary. Thisis afairly general framework sinceit allows
for stationarity in the levels as well, if the first differenced process has an MA unit root. Income
consists ofan aggregate and an individual componentgiven by theirrespective Wold representations:
L\Yi' = <1>(L)£, + e(L)ulI
where <1>(z) = L <1>/
i~O
e(z) = L eiz'
;=0
Average per capita income is then given by
L\y, = <1>(L)£,
Given stationarity, the process for individual income changes has a Wold representation
L\Yi, = A(L )11;,
Individual consumption will follow
_r AC:r) _A(_1l
lici, = 1+r 1_ ---.!.- 'Tli, - 1+r )'Ii,
I +r








The lag polynomial A(L) has a unit root if both <1>(L) and e(L) have a unit root, i.e. ifincome is
stationary in levels. If A(L) has no unit root (i.e. at least one ofthe two components is integrated)
we can invert it to obtain
L\c, = AC ~rJ' = AC ~r }-I(L)<1>(L)£,
Ifindividual income is stationary in levels, i.e. both A(L) and <1>(L) havea unitrootthese will cancel
in (A5) and we can rewrite the equation as
A'(L)11, = <1>'(L)£,
where A'(L)(l - L) = A(L)
<j>"(L) (I - L) = <1>(L)
Using (A7) we obtain the aggregate consumption response
L\c = A(_I_~ =A (_I_t '-I(L)<j>"(L)£




If both the aggregate and the individual 'component are described by an MA(2) then
A(L) = 1+ aiL +a2L2. The roots of this polynomial are defined by 112+ alll+a2 = O. Writing
consumption changes in its series representation (see e.g. Priestley (1981), p. 125)
A(~) ..
A I+r ~ i+l i+1) ) fie, =-- ~ (Ill -1l2 (E,_;+II>IE /_I_i+1I>2E,_2_;
III -112 ;=0
This can be used to derive the regression coefficient of consumption changes on lagged income
changes
~ A(~)
= (Ill -1l2)(I + lI>i+ lI>i)
X{(111 -1l2+ Il~ - ~)(II>I + 11>111>2) + (117 - ~)(1 + II>~+ lI>i) + (Il~ - ~)II>J
(A 10)
Thevariam:e ofconsumptionchangescan befound from (An) by solving the Yule-Walkerequations.
Now turn to the model with lagged information. Rewrite (AI) as






Define Vi, again as the contemporaneous innovation. Since all the previous values ofthe aggregate
shocks can be observed and all the previous values of the individual shocks can be inferred we can
again think ofinformation consistingofthe new information Vi, and thecorrection for theerror made
before. Equation (16) in the text still defines the error made last period in attributing parts of the
innova~ion to the agg~egate and the individual processes. Analogously to equation (18) we obtain
for the change in individual consumption
(A 12)




The regression coefficient ofconsumption changes on lagged income changes is given by
20 Equations (Ato) and (A11) correspond to ~quations (11) and (12) in Goodfriend (1991).
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Toseewhether the no infonnation model is consistentwith the predictionsofCampbelland Mankiw's
(1989, 1990) A.- model, form the conditional expectations of income and consumption changes.
Using equations (A2) and (A6) and the notation from above
Et-l(~Yt) = $(L)Et_1
Et_l(~C,) = A(L)~Ct_l + A(1:r!(L)Et_1
(A 15)
Proportionality of the conditional expectations requires that A(L) =o. Unless the aggregate and
individual income processes are suitably restricted there is no reason for this condition to hold.
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Construction ofthe SIPP Sample. The 1984 SUIVey of Income and Program Participation was
conducted in nine inteIView waves. Households wereinterviewed on a rolling basis, starting October
1983 for the first rotation group and ending July 1986 with the last rotation group. For waves 2,
rotation group 2 was not interviewed, for wave 8 there is no interview for rotation group 3. In each
inteIView, questions were asked about income for each of the previous four month. Thus monthly
income data are available for all rotation groups from September 83 to March 86. Since I intend to
construct quarterly obseIVations I started with the October 83 variables.
Istarted bymatchinghousehold headsfromthenineinteIView waves. Thisresultedin 12,874matches.
Ithen restrictthe matched sample asdescribed in the textby selecting continuous headsfor the period
ofanalysis, that did not change marital status or their level of schooling in any month. Per capita
family income is constructed by subtracting property income (F*-PROP) from total family income
(F*TOTINC) and deflating bythe monthly CPI for urban consumers (1982-1984 base) and by family
size. Finally, Icorrected reported age ofthe head so that age increments by one every four quarters.
Thefinal samplecontains quarterly variablesfrom thelastquarter in 1983 to thefirstquarter in 1986.
Thesample only includes heads that were older than 16 years and younger than 70 years throughout
the sample. The final sample has 8,170 obseIVations.
ConstructionoftheAggregateSeries. Icreated theconsumptionand incomeseriesfrom the National
Income and ProductAccounts largelyfollowing Blinderand Deaton (1985). Thelabor income series
consists oflabor and transfer income (the Citibase Series GW+GPOL +GPT) less social insurance
contributions (GPSIN). Tosubtractthe portion oftaxes on labor income 1created the ratio ofwages,
salaries and other labor income to income including interest, dividends and rents. Personal tax
payments (GPTX) where multiplied by this ratio and the result subtracted from income. Proprietors'
income (GPROP) was multiplied by the same ratio before adding it to the income series. Unlike
Blinder and Deaton I did not add nontax payments to state and local governments to income and
consumption because Citibase only reports this series starting from 1958. Income was adjusted in
the second quarter of 1975 by subtracting the tax rebate and social security bonus. The numbers for
this adjustment were taken from Blinder (1981), table 2.
Therealconsumption series isconstructed by adding theconstantdollarexpenditureson nondurables
and seIVices and subtracting expenditures on clothing and shoes because these have rather durable
characteristics (GCN82 + GCS82 - GCNC82). The consumption deflator obtained by dividing the
nominalconsumptionseries by therealseriesisused to deflateincome. Bothincomeandconsumption
are divided by the total population (GPOP).
Finally, to make the scale ofthe consumption series comparable to the income series itis multiplied
by the ratio of total expenditures (GC82) to expenditures on nondurables and seIVices. Quarterly
NIPA series are reported at annual rates. I divided all series by four to obtain quarterly amounts.
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This appendix I discuss how to calculate the utility loss the household suffers by ignoring aggregate
information in consumption decisions. Thebasic setup is taken from the appendix in Cochrane(1989,
pp.334-335). The second partgives the matrix representations ofthe full information model and the
no information model used in the utility calculations.
Utility for the quadratic model can be written as
V(X,) = £, I. ~jX,+/RX,+j
J=O
(C 1)
where ~ = II(I+r) and X, represents the state vector of the system which evolves according to
X, = AX'_I + r~,
Equation (CI) can be solved as
l+r







P will be a symmetric matrix; therefore (C4) cannot be solved directly. Cochrane shows, however,
that
Mvec(P) = (I - ~M(A' ®A')NrIMvec(R) (C5)
where M is a transformation matrix thatdeletes the redundant rows ofa stacked symmetric matrix,
i.e.
vech(P) = Mvec(P)
and N does the opposite operation.
21
Cochrane uses (C3) and (C5) to solve analytically for V (X,). Instead, once the model is expressed
in the form (CI)and (e2),these equationscan easily be used in Gaussto calculate utility numerically.
I took this latter route.
Thefull information model. Instead ofcomparing the no information model to Goodfriend's model
with lagged information I chose to use a model with full contemporaneous information on aggregate
variables as the benchmark. This model will yield higher utility than Goodfriend's. The utility
comparisons I present will therefore be upper bounds for the choice relevant to the consumer.
Sinceall thevariablesreferto asinglehousehold and thedistinction between aggregateand individual
variables is not important here I suppress i subscripts for notational convenience. Income in the full
information model is given by (22) in the text.
/ly, = (1 + <l>IL +<I>;})E, + (1 - aIL - aj.})u, (C6)
21 See Henderson and Searle (1979) for details.
35Optimal consumption is given by
r [A ~ E, Y'+i] c=-- +L.---
, l+r ' i=O (1+ri
~ _r_A + Y + [~+~]c + ~c - [~+~]U -~u
I +r' , 1+ r (l +rf' I +r ,-I 1+r (1 +r)2' 1+ r ,-I
and assets follow
A, = (1 +r)[A,_, + Y, - CJ
= A'_I - [<I>I+l~,.]£'-1 - <1>2£'-2 + [exl+l~,.]U'-1 + CXzU'-2
Define the state vector as
x, = [1 A, Y, C, c'_1 U, ut _ I]'
Using (C7) and (C9) we can write
- [- r <1>1 <1>2 <1>2 [exl CXz] -~]X
ct - C = -c 1+r 1 1+r + (1 +,y 1+ r - 1+r + (1 +rf 1+r '
== F'X,










0 0 0 0 0 0
-(<I>I + 1~r)
0 0
A, 0 0 -<1>2
CXz A,_, 0 0 ex+-- CXz
I l+r y, Y,-I 1
H:J
c, 0 0 1 <1>1 <1>2 -exl -CXz 1 c'_1 +
c'_1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c'_2 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 U, U'_I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u,_ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 u,_
~ ~ [~ ~
(C12)
The flO information model. The income process to the household in the no information model looks
like
Consumption is given by






Define the state vector as
Using (CI4) and (CI6)
_ [- r [ 8I 82 ] 82 ] C -c = -c -- 1 - --+-- --- X == F'X
I 1+r 1+r (l +r )2 1+r I I
The transition equation becomes
1 ] 1
0 0 0 0
Ij [0
A, 0 0
82 82 A'_I 0 8 +--
I l+r
y, = 0 0 1 -81 -82
Yt-I + 1 TI,
11,· 0 0 0 0 0
TI,-I 1





Once both models have been solved for the level ofutility attained the utility difference is converted
to quarterly rates by multiplying by rl(l +r). To convertthe utility loss to dollar terms divide the
utility loss by the expected value ofmarginal instantaneous utility
$1/ r I:J.U r I:J.U rJyI:J.U (CI9)
oss quarter = 1+rEu'(c,) = I+r(c - y) = I+ry
where y is the coefficientofrelativeriskaversion. Thecalculationsin the paperare for a coefficient
ofrelative risk aversion oftwo and a mean income level of $2,646.
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